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Department of Mechanic,
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland'

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study of the mass transport induced by the propagation of an
infinitesimal disturbance on a steady stream of arbitrary vorticity distribution and direction.
The three-dimensional velocity field is related to the scalar pressure field, and the particle trajectories are determined in a Lagrangian analysis that includes terms of the order of the
wave slope squared. The oscillatory motion in the plane of the disturbance and the mass
transport in and out of this plane are determined in terms of the amplitude of the oscillatory
part of the pressure field. The total transport and the drift of a particle on the free surface
are then obtained as a function of phase speed and wave number.
To proceed further and calculate the phase speed and pressure field, a sequence of restrictions is introduced to make the problem tractable without specifying the velocity profile.
First, the vorticity in the stream is considered to be small compared to the frequency of the
disturbance, then the water is taken to be of infinite depth, and finally, the shear layer is
presumed to contain the wave-disturbed region near the surface. On this basis, the mass
transport is obtained as a function of depth.
1. Introduction. The problem to be discussed is the interaction between a
steady stream whose velocity varies with depth and a gravity wave whose
direction of propagation is incidental to the stream. This condition occurs
when a wind-induced surface current encounters a wave field that is generated
either by the same source or by some distant storm area. However, we will
not consider the usual spiraling of the stream with depth.
In the absence of a stream it is well known that, to second order in wave
slope, a disturbance of wave number k propagates at a wave speed g/k tanh kH,
and that the particle motions, while basically sinusoidal, have a nonoscillatory
velocity component equal to the (wave slope)2 x (wave speed)xcosh 2k (y+H)/
coshz kH, which is interpreted as a drift in the direction of the wave propagation (Lamb 1932: § 250). As noted by Longuet-Higgins (1953), Dubreil-
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Definition sketch.

Jacotin has shown that, if a wave motion is superimposed on a stream having
an arbitrary velocity profile (the two motions being aligned), the mass transport
velocity can take on any value. By considering nonaligned motions we shall
further demonstrate that it can take on any direction as well.
The problem is approached in the following manner: In § 2 the equations
of motion are ordered in powers of the magnitude of the wave slope. The
ordered velocity field, for a sinusoidal disturbance, is related to its corresponding
pressure field. The pressure field is then given by a second-order linear differential equation with the appropriate bound:uy conditions. The phase speed is
also given in terms of the pressure. In§ 3 the particle trajectories are calculated
from the Eulerian velocity field. The amplitudes of the various components
of the motion are determined as a function of the still-unknown pressure field.
The nonoscillatory parts of the particle motions are the mass-transport terms,
and without further consideration, the total average mass transport as well as
the drift velocity of the surface particles can be expressed as functions of the
phase velocity. To discuss the induced drift as it varies with depth and to
determine the phase speed, information is required about the first-order pressure
field. This is obtained in § 4 by introducing a new restriction that is acceptable
for the surface-current problem mentioned above, namely, that the vorticity
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in the mean stream is small compared with the frequency of the disturbance.
From this we calculate the phase speed. With the further assumption that the
shear layer 2 is at least as large as the wave length of the disturbance, we obtain
the pressure field and subsequently the drift velocities for deep water.
2. Disturbance Incident to Current. Assume that the pressure field, p (x, y,
z, t), and velocity field, q (x,y,z,t), with components (u, v, w), can be expanded in powers of the parameter, E = (ak), where a is the wave amplitude
and k its scalar wave number:

Pie=

-gy+cp,+c2p2+ . .. '

q = U (y) ix + E q, + E2 q2 + . .. ,
where (! is a constant density, g is the gravitational constant, and U(y)ix represents a prescribed current varying in depth and moving steadily and unchangingly in the x-direction. Continuity and momentum are trivially satisfied to
0 [ c0 ] ; while equating terms of c and c2, we obtain the following two sets of
equations:

(-oto + U (y) -oxo) q, +

dU.

v, -

dy

Ix

= - 'iJ Px ,

'iJ · qx =

(2a)

(2 b)

0 ;

o
o)
du.
(-ot + U (y) -ox q2 + V2 -dy Ix + (qx · 'iJ) qx

= - 'ii P2 ,

'ii. q2 =

(3a)

0 .

For the equations governing the first-order surface wave, we represent its
periodic solution with a sinusoidal term of argument k(c,.x + {Jz -ct), where
c,. and fJ are the directional cosines of k to the x and z axes, respectively. Writing

px = px(y) cos k(cxx+{Jz-ct),
u1 = ux(y) cos k(t:1.x+{Jz-ct),

Vx

=

vx(y) sin k(t:1.x+{Jz-ct),

w 1 = wx(y) cos k(cxx+{Jz-ct);
we find, by direct substitution in the momentum equation (2a),
2.

A characteristic length of the stream below the free surface, say (U(o))/(dU/dy)y=o·

(4)
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( rxpr

U'pr'

qr= c-rxU- k2(c-rxU)2'

pr'
(Jpr ) .
k(c-rxU)' c-rxU '

(S)

the primes denote differentiation. Substituting the above into the continuity
equation (2b), we obtain the governing equation, to this order,
I

•

I

.,, 2a U pr k •
Pr + - - ~ - 2 Pr=

c-rxU

(6)

O.

When the wave motion and the shear flow are not co-planar, the velocity
field of the disturbance will have a component normal to the plane of the
wave motion. The importance of considering the problem in three dimensions
is then measured by the ratio between the amplitude of this normal component
to the amplitude of the wave motion, namely

(J U' pi'
ki (C - (X U )2

I

pr

C -

(X

(J U (0)
U ~ L k (C - (X U (0)) '

where L is a measure of the shear layer.
By requiring that the second-order contribution to the surface wave be a
single sinusoidal component, we must write

P2
U2

=

Pi (y) cos 2 k

((XX+

(J 'Z - ct) - _!_ 'Vr 2

,

2

= u2 (y) cos 2k(ax+(Jz-ct),

(7)

Vi= v2(y) sin 2k(ax+(Jz-ct),
W2 = W2 (y) cos 2 k (ax + (J z - ct) .
The second-order contribution to the hydrostatic pressure 1s the same as 1s
present in a two-dimensional model having no shear flow.
Substituting into (3a, b), we find that the velocity field is

rxp2

U'pi'

urv'r-v,ur'

2
q = ( c-rxU- 4k 2(c-rxU) 2 + 4k(c-rxU)'

(Jp2
c-aU

pi'
2k(c-aU)'

(8)

1

'Uh'Vr -VrWr')
4k(c-rxU) '

- -- + -----

and that the governing equation for the fluctuating part of the second-order
pressure contribution, after some rewriting, is given by,
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2 a: U' j,/
,.
..
Pz + - - ~ -4k2p2 = v, 2 -v,v, .
c-rx.U
...

II

I

,..

...
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,,

(9)

Now it is only necessary to specify the boundary conditions in order to completely formulate the problem. However, note that we shall not be able to
solve the equation for Pr, let alone Pz, without further restrictions.
The boundary conditions for the problem are

v (-H) = o,
P('f/)=o,

( 10)

v('fJ) = d'f/.
dt

and

We have required that, to the first order in e, the free surface is given by

y = 'f/ (x, z, t,) = a cos k(rx.x + /Jz-ct).
Thus, from (5) and (10), the boundary conditions for (6) are

pi' (-H)

= o,

p,(o) = g/k,

(11)

and the phase speed is given by

(c -rx. U(o)) 2 =

far' (o) /k.

By expressing the free surface, to second order, as

y = a cos k (rx. x + f3 z - ct) + f:,2 B cos 2 k (rx. x + f3 z - ct) ,
the three conditions of (10) provide the two necessary relationships to evaluate
the integration constants of (9) as well as a means of evaluating the newly
introduced constant, B. Though we shall not attempt to solve for j,2 in this
paper, the equations are

Pz'(-H)

=

o,

p2(0) = _!__(c -rx.U(o))2+gB,
2

and

4k 2(c-aU(o)) 2B = p.'(0)+2g-rx.U'(o)(c -rx.U(o)).

(12)

[22,2
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A more rigorous analysis of"finite" amplitude waves would require that we
permit the wave speed to change one order of magnitude, or c = Co + t:c, .
However, the boundary conditions then indicate that c, is identically zero.
Thus the wave speed is unchanged by considering terms of magnitude (ak)2,
and this result has been assumed above. The same is not true if the analysis
is carried out to the next order of magnitude, as might be expected from the
classical gravity-wave problem on a stationary stream.
3. Particle Trajectories and Drift Currents. For a qualitative discussion of
particle trajectories, the solutions of the differential equations for j,, and j, 2
are unnecessary. With the velocity field described, to second order, in terms
of the pressure field, we shall now describe the particle motions and induced
drifts in terms of the yet-unknown pressure field.
It is convenient to rotate the surface co-ordinates about the y-axis. Thus
we relate the (x, z) plane to the (s, n) plane where the wave propagates parallel
to the s-axis and where the wave front lies parallel to the n-axis. The velocity
components are then transformed as (u, v, w)- (qs, v, qn), where (qs, v ,

qn)

=

(rxu + {3w, v, rxw -/Ju).

The velocity field is obtained from (5) and (8), and after some simplification,
we write:

(qs,v,qn) = (rx.U,o,-/3U)+e({_A__- 2 rx.U' pi' }cos k(s - ct),
c - rx.U k (c - rx.U)2

>)

j,r'sink(s-ct)
f3U'
~
- -~-- , - ~j,r'
- - cos k( s - ct
k(c-rx.U)

k2 (c-rx.U)2

;,r

2
rx.U'
v,v,"}
+ e2 ( { -P2
-- - - - - -2 + -vr'- - -- cos 2 k (s - ct)
2
2

c- rx.U

' '
sin
2k(c - rx.U)
P2

2

4 k (c- rx.U)

k (s - ct), {

f3 U' P2
' '
4k (c-rx.U)2
2

4k (c-rx.U)

'

(
/3 U'2
v,
/JU"+ _rx_
_) }
c-rx.U
4k (c-rx.U) 2
2

-

2

cos 2k(s-ct)) + o[t:3] .
Let r = X (t, a) describe a particle path at any time, t, where a uniquely
locates a particle. We shall fix attention on the particle that at time t = o would
have been at a= (a, b, o) had there been no disturbance. The components of
X are designated as (xs, Xy, Xn), and the trajectory is given by

ox
8t

=

(qs(x), v (x), qn(x)).

If we now order X in powers of e ,
X = Xo + e Xr + e2 X2 + .. . ,

(15)
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we immediately have the undisturbed solution

Xo = (rxU(h)t, h, - {3U(h)t).
To the next order, expanding all functions of depth about h,

aa~l

= (rxU' (h)xy, + qs, (h) cos k (rxU(h) - c)t, qy, (h) sin k (rxU(h) - c) t'

-{3U'(h) Xy,+qn , (h) cos k(rxU(h)-c)t);
this integrates and then simplifies to

, (ta) =
X'

(-p' k(c-rxU)
k(rxU- c)t

pi' cos k(rxU-c)t,

sin

2

'

o).

k2 (c-rxU) 2

Both p, and U are functions of the particle's initial depth. The result is directly
comparable to the classical problem of no-mean shear flow, introducing only
a frequency shift and a differential change in the amplitude of the axes of the
still-elliptical particle paths. Despite the fact that the disturbed velocity field
was definitely three dimensional, to this order of approximation each particle
trajectory lies in a convected two-dimensional plane. Thus the particle velocity
of magnitude e in the normal direction, which appears in ( 1 3), is everywhere
equal and opposite to the slightly different mean stream-velocity component
that the particle samples at the different depths in its orbit. From this we
conclude that a modified form of superposition of motion can be applied to
the particle trajectories, but not to the disturbed velocity field.
The evaluation of Xz is the next objective. Expanding functions of xs(t, h)
about Xso and functio;s of Xy(t, h) about h, we obtain, from (14),

aXy,

at

= {jy, Xy, sin k (rx U - c) t - qy, k Xs, cos k (!XU - c) t + qy, sin

2

k (rx U - c) t .

Substitution and integration yields
2

h)
(·,
rxU' p,' )
2k(rxU-c)t Hh)
Xy, (t, = p z - kz (c- rxU)3 cos 4k2 (c - rxU)z +
,

( S)
I

where Hh) is the constant of integration. Noting that the time average of Xy
to o[e2 ] is Hh), ; may be interpreted as the average displacement from the
marking position as seen by a fluid particle.3
3. Another in terpretat ion fo r~ (b) has been suggested to the author. W e recall that the initial position
of the particle had been specifi ed only in the limiting case of no di sturbance. When there is a disturbance,
the initial position of the particle is in fac t displaced by the quantity (s'-~(b) ). This last explanation con form s to the well-known second-order "displacemen t" of the free su rfa ce (Lamb, 1932). Thu s ~(o) , as
given above, agrees with thi s displacement . The differenti al dis placement wi th depth, however, is something easily overlooked (a s was done in the extensive review article by W ehausen and Laitone [1960)).
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That ; is not identically zero can be confirmed by substitution in the identity

Xy,(t,o)

= 11(x,(t,o),t),

which requires that Ho) = g/2k 2 (c - cc U(o))•. Similarly, ; is not identically
constant, as the analogous statement at the bottom boundary, Xy, (t, - H) = o,
for all t, requires that

(20)

;(-H) = o.

Below, we propose a calculation for ;(b) independent of the above considerations. These boundary conditions then provide a check on consistency.
Returning to the calculation of X•, the equation for Xn, (b, t) is
-oxn,
- = - /JU' Xy, - f3U"Xy/
+ q. ,n 1 Xy,
at
cc

- qn, k Xs, sin k (cc U - c) t + qn,

COS 2

COS

k( CC U - C)t

k (cc U - c) t .

I ts integral is

/3
(U' p,p,
• • I +-p,
U" . I)
1:.
2
Xn, (t, b) = -----'--t- f3U' r;t,
k2 (c - ccU)4
4 k2

(21)

and the importance of Hb) is immediately apparent in the shear-flow problem
before us.
Finally, a Xs, , which is similar in form to
at

aXn,
ot

, is integrated:

J>, 2
) sin k (cc U - c) t
•
p/ 2
~
-~
-( b) =-~+
(
4k2(c-ccU)2 4(c-ccU) 2 2k(c-ccU) 2

(22)

• '• jk• + p,
•2
U " p,
'2)
cc
• . ++ [p,
- - 2- -- ( U' p,p,
-•2+ cc U' ',I:.] t.
2(c-ccU)3 2k (c-ccU)4
2k
I

Of prime interest are the nonoscillating terms, which indicate the induced
drift, and for this drift we now need ;(b) explicitly. By continuity, the Jacobian
of the particle trajectory, X(t, a), with respect to the marking position, a =
(a, b, d), is a function of the marking position alone. For an incompressible
fluid in particular, we have (Lamb 1932: § 16),

o(xs,Xy,Xn) _ o(x,(o,a), Xy(o,a), Xn(o,a))
a(a,b,d) o(a,b,d)
However, if differential elements of volume in both the disturbed and undisturbed fields are to correspond to equal units of mass, these Jacobians must
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be equal to unity. The reason for this special case is that a is not simply a
means of uniquely identifying a particle; it is also the initial particle position
in the undisturbed field. Thus, if we go back and generalize x(t, b) to z(t,a)
(a straightforward task) and then substitute the result, to O[e•J, in
a(x,(o,a), Xy(o,a), Xn(o,a))
a(a,b,d)

I >

we have

Ha) =

pr (b)pr (b)
2k2 (c-cxU(b))4

_I

With the aid of the boundary conditions on pr (y), (24) is shown to satisfy the
condition on; [eqs. (19) and (20)].
With this information, we return to the components of X• and write the
drift velocity,

Q(b)

= time

average of ax, following a particle
at

This can then be conveniently rewritten in the form
1

Q(b) - - 1 !!_ ( j,,pr' ) i - - 1 j_ ( U'j/• ) i
- 2k db (c-cxU)3
2

'

4k db (c-cxU)4
2

x,

(26)

where is and ix are unit vectors along the s- and x-axes. The first term on the
right side is ~asily identifiable as the classical Stokes' drift with a modified
amplitude, while the second term is a new contribution derived from the basic
shear flow.
The total mass transport rate per unit length in the transverse direction is
simply

A "check" on this integrated value can be obtained directly from the Eulerian
field, where the drift velocities at each level were obscured. The average mass
flow rate per unit length is

[22,2
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m = ~~}/'' 'tl (U(y)ix + q(x,t))dy

I

= n'.'..HU(y)dy +t U' (0)17 2]ix+q1 ~~}o

O

[s 2 ] ,

where the q is understood to be only the horizontal component of the waveinduced velocity field. Substituting from the boundary conditions, (28) is indeed identical to (27).
This last point is not necessarily trivial. It was not obvious (to the author
at least) that the average mass flow rate past a vertical sheet in the fluid was
equivalent to the average velocity of a fluid particle integrated over the undisturbed initial depth of the particle. For one thing, the processes of averaging
and integrating, which are not commutable in (28) due to the variable upper
boundary, are made interchangeable by relating the transport velocities to their
undisturbed state, in which the upper boundary is stationary. It is only because
each interval [b, b+db] has been made to be characteristic of an equivalent
mass of fluid by (23) that the integration over the average particle velocity
yields the average mass transport.
The advantage obtained from the detailed calculation terminating in (25)
is that the mass transport is known, in principle, for each level of the fluid. On
the surface itself, the modified Stokes drift now has a velocity

p,' 2/k2+ p, 2
[2 (c - cx U)3

t:2 -:__---'---"-- -

cxU' p1p,' ]
-----=-----=----8k 2(c-cxU)4 b=o

(g/k)2
+ c-cxU o ]- s2cxU' (o)g
(c-cxU(o))3 (
( ))
8k2(c-cxU(o))2°

= s2 [
2

The first term on the right side corresponds to the classical drift on a uniform
stream of velocity ex U(o) in the wave direction. The second term results
from the shear flow, and it appears that it could reverse the direction
of the induced drift if the surface is sufficiently sheared (by wind stresses, for
instance).
The remainder of the induced drift runs counter to the shear current and,
being in the same plane, will be far more difficult to detect. Nonetheless,
it may help to explain current profiles under extreme cases. Thus, the surface
velocity of the drift in the direction of the stream is

_ 82

y1
[

U' frp,+
' • U" P' 2 /k2]
4k2(c-cxU) 4
b=o

2

= _ _ s_

4k 2

[

U"(o)+

].
v1 g U' ()
o
(c-cxU(o))2

The final result is that each parcel of fluid moves with a velocity that is a
combination of the shear velocity associated with its undisturbed depth, U(y)ix,
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plus the vector combination of the two induced velocity components as given
by (29) and (3 0). The resultant direction of the motion of each parcel will
depend on the stream profile and direction (i), the wave number of the disturbance (ii), and the total depth of the water (iii). This direction will vary
with depth below the surface.

4. The First-Order Solution (for Small Shear Rates). We have seen how
the disturbed field, to the first order, determines the second-order drift, and
we now propose to find this field when the vorticity in the stream is small
compared with the wave frequency. W e have previously shown that the amplitude of the pressure is given by

,.,
U p, k '
p, + - - - - - 2 p,
c-aU
.,,

2a

0' 4

where

p/( - H) =o,
p,(o)=g/k,
and

(c- aU(o)) 2 = pr' (o) /k.
The first derivative term in the differential equation contains the effect of the
stream. Its relative magnitude in the vicinity of the surface, making use of
boundary conditions as well as anticipating that pr' (o) ~ kp, (o), suggests that,
when the parameter, [aU(o)J / [cstill wa t erkLJ, is small compared with unity,
we can profitably write an expansion for p, (y).
4. This equa t ion co rresponds closely to Rayleigh's equation,
2

2

d
(c- U(y)) ( ---:;
-k' ) '$+ d- iUp = o .
dydf

Indeed, h ad the stream been considered parallel to the distu rbance and had the problem been formulated
in terms of a stream function, '1/J (x ,y, t ) = ip(y)f(x-ct), then Rayleigh's equation wou ld have been
the govern ing eq uation. Thompson (1949) and Abdullah (1949) w rote abou t thi s latter problem and
made use of t wo possible approximation schemes. Thompson's ap proach was to view the equat ion in a
manner firs t introduced by H eisenberg (Lin 1955) and to expand ip in a power series in k2 • Its rate of
convergence depends on the parameter (kH) 2 and is therefore res tricted, for all practical purposes , to
approximately shallow wa ter waves. The alternative expansion, whi ch considers the term con taining
the deriva ti ves of U(y) to be small, was examined by Abdu llah for a velocity profile of exponential decay
from the surface. Thi s is the expansion employed here, genera lizing Abdullah', result to an arbitrary
stream incident to the disturbance.
In light of L onguet-Higgins' (1952) stud y of the boundary layer effec ts on mass transpor t, the
Thompson approach wou ld be of ques tionable va lue. A complete stud y of shallow water waves h as
been shown to require the introduction of no-slip boundary conditions and the consideration of th e
subsequent spread of vortici ty into the fluid interior.
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Thus, we write,

p, (y)

= n, (y)

+ n2 (y) + . .. ,

nx'' -k n, = o
2

where

,,
2cxU' ,
n2 - k2n2 = - - - - n,
c-cxU

etc.

The first term in the series for p, is the classical result for a stream velocity
independent of depth,
n ( ) _ g cosh k (y + H)
' y k cosh k H
'
which results in the wave speed for infinitesimal waves in a translated system
given by

c = ex U (o) +

V

tanh k H .

(33)

The solution for n2 is found in a straightforward manner to be

cxg cosh
. 2 k(y+H)dy-tanh kH
- - k(y
~-+H)
- [ 2 ~y-U'- smh
n 2 (y)= ~
k cosh k H
o c - ex U

- U'c - rf. U

~-H
o

.
] cxg sinh k(y + H) ~-H U'
.
- -- smh 2k(y+H)dy.
smh 2k(y+H)dy + - - - - - k cosh k H
y c - cxU

( )
34

The wave speed is now modified to

c = aU(o) +

/ -g tanh kH [1

Vk

-

- . -2a
--

0

~

smh 2kH

U'---

-HC -

aU

sinh 2k(y + H) dy ]'/, .

(35)
The last equation is not an explicit expression for the wave speed. However,
the correction term is small and can be approximated by substituting (33) into
the right side of (35). The result, in general, is a change in the group velocity
and therefore a change in the rate of energy propagation. In contrast to the
drift, which is a mass transport at a rate whose magnitude is of the order of
the wave slope squared, the above demonstrates that the interaction between
a surface wave and a shear Row causes a change in the rate of energy transfer
whose magnitude is of the first order.
The deep-water asymptote for the phase speed is
0
_
limc=cxU(o)+Vg/k

[

I-2cx,

~

U'
2
kydy}'/, ,
----=----ue

,-oo C

ex,
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which, within the framework of previous assumptions, can be approximated by
c

a U(o) + Vg/k- 2ka ~: [U(o)- U(y)] e 2 ky dy.

(36)

00

If we now assume further that (2 kL)- 1 is individually small, besides discarding
terms of magnitude smaller than [a U(o)]/[cstillwaterk L ], as is implied by
our expansion of p,, then
aU' (o)
aU(o) + Vg/k(37)
c
k .
2
For this particular case we note that the group velocity (cc == .!!_ (ck)) is
dk
that of still water translated at the velocity of the stream evaluated at the
free surface. In either deep water, where the current varies appreciably near
the surface, or in shallow water, the group velocity will be altered by the mean
current. For example, in shallow water (35) reduces to

-r ~
0

lim c = aU(o) + VgH

1 -

2a

-H

-_U' U ( I+ Hy ) dy ]'/,
C
a

r

0

= aU(o)

-[

+ VgH

I -

2
c-aU
]'/•
H j_Hln c-aU(o/Y .

This can then be simplified to yield
C

a ~o U(y)dy'
VgH +H
,-H

or the phase speed is that in still water translated with the integral average of
the aligned component of the mean current. The classical result of c = cc
remains valid, but each is changed.
This particularly simple expression for the phase speed, (38), is a physically
interesting but unnoted limit to Thompson's work.
In the last section we described the particle motions as the sum of both
oscillating and nonoscillating parts. The amplitudes of each motion were
related to the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations at the given depth. In
particular, the drift current was expressed in terms of pr(y), and we now have
an estimate for the pressure field.
In deep water (lim kH = co),

p, (y)

= !_ e ky
k

[1 _

rJ __!!:_l!_:__
(
c-aU
y
0

00

1 _

e 2 k ~) d

- (e- 2 ky

- l )\-

Jy

__!!}!_ e 2 k

c-aU

d ~] ,

(39)
and, if we restrict ourselves once again to consideration of the case where the

[22,2
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shear layer extends farther than a wave length below the surface, (2kL )> 1),
the above equation can be reduced to
p, ( ) .:::. f_eky
y
k

[i + a(U(o)U(y))] .
Vg/k

Thus, for the deep-water limit (i), we have found a simple analytic expression
for the pressure field induced by a small disturbance (ii), on a steady rotational
stream whose vorticity is small compared with the frequency of the disturbance
(iii), and where the shear layer engulfs the region disturbed by the surface
wave (iv). Restrictions (i) and (iv) are nonessential to this work, being employed
solely to make the integral equations tractable. Otherwise a specific velocity
profile, U(y), would have had to be introduced and a numerical calculation
employed. For the resulting simplified but still physically interesting model,
the induced drift currents are immediately obtained by substituting (37) and
(40) into (25) and, to the order of approximation to which we have limited
ourselves:
Drift velocity in
[ 3a
3 ,
]
wave direction = ezezkh Vg/k-a(U(o)- U(b))+;:j(U' (o)-4U (b)) '
Drift ve~ocit~ in = _
stream d1rect10n

2

1,

-=-(d U)

2

+
e kh [ (dU)
8k
dy y=h k

2

] .

dy 2 y-h

Finally, relaxing the last restriction on the largeness of the shear region,
the drift velocities at the surface are obtained by substituting (36) into ( 29) and
(30 ). Then we find that the "Stokes" drift at the surface is given by
e2 [ Vg/k+2k

~o
-oo

a U'(O)] ,
a(U(o)-U(b))e 2 khdb- 8k

while the induced drift in the stream direction is as we would calculate it
from (41) .
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Transport by Waves on a Steady Stream
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